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Abstract

corresponding fault-intolerant versions is given in [25]
and a method of developing algorithm-based faulttolerant circuits is presented in [24]. In this paper,
we develop a method similar to stepwise refinement
for achieving efficient fault tolerance for a class of
MIMD program. The program consists of a collection
of servers that operate on a shared data structure.
Clients issue requests to the servers and it is guaranteed that all the requests will be processed eventually as long as there is at least one active processor.
The overhead under failure-free situations is moderate, consisting of simple integrity checks and restructuring operations. Once a processor failure occurs, the
performance may deteriorate for a period of time and
then the system readjusts t o reduce the overhead.

Cooperating parallel programs are being increasingly
used in critical applications that require both high performance and high reliability. A promising technique for
simultaneously achieving these objectives is to embed the
fault tolerance within the program instead of superimposing it via external mechanisms. We develop one such a p
proach for a group of processes that cooperate via shared
data structures. The scheme uses data structures having
two or more invariant assertions. When the strong invariant is true, the performance is good. When it is false, the
performance may be adversely affected, but it is guaranteed that the system will operate correctly provided the
weak invariant is true. The algorithms are designed to
ensure that processor failures will never cause the weak
invariant to be false and to restore the strong invariant
within a finite number of recovery actions. We develop a
robust task handling mechanism to support the approach
and illustrate it for three common data structures.

1

The approach works as follows. Normally, the data
structure of an abstract data type is characterized by
a representation invariant which specifies formally all
possible legitimate states of the data structure. When
the data structure is accessible by several processes,
before every access a process can assume that the invariant assertion is true; this is called its rely condition
[12]. Similarly, the process must ensure that the assertion is true after it completes the operation; this
is called its guarantee condition [12]. For this type of
shared data structures, the rely and guarantee conditions are identical.

Introduction

There are two methods of making a program faulttolerant namely, by superimposing a general mechanism on top of the program, such as rollback recovery [5] [16], TMR, or general .self-stabilization [13],
or by integrating the fault tolerance within the algorithm] such as algorithm-based fault tolerance [ll],
application-specific self-stabilization [9] [17], or inherent fault tolerance [4]. The advantage of the latter
methods is that the program can be designed to incur
very little overhead under failure-free situations. The
disadvantage is that these methods have to be developed from scratch for each algorithm. This limits their
applicability in practice.
It may be possible to develop systematic, if not automated, methods of incorporating efficient fault tolerance within specific classes of programs. For example, a general method for achieving high performance
fault-tolerant SIMD and SPMD programs from the
]

When a processor fails, it will not be able to
reestablish the invariant if it has violated it and this
can cause failures in other processes. Our approach
is to replace the invariant assertion by two assertions,
11 and 12,such that 11 j12. (This can be extended
to a series of invariant assertions, 11,12,...] Iq, q 2 2,
such that 11 + 12 3 ... jI q . ) 11 is called the strong
invariant and 1 2 is called the weak invariant. During
failure-free situations] the code should ensure that the
strong invariant is true. Whenever the strong invariant is true, the performance is good. When a processor fails, the strong invariant may be violated, but
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the code should guarantee that the weak invariant is
true. If the strong invariant is false, the performance
of the system may be affected; however, the system
will operate correctly provided that the weak invariant is true. If there are no further processor failures,
then incomplete updates can result in at most a finite
number of recovery actions by other processors before
the strong invariant is reestablished, either via data
structure integrity checks and recovery or incrementally in a manner similar to self-stabilization.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the system model and definitions. Section 3 develops a general algorithm for the case where
a new data structure instance is created. Section 4 develops algorithms for several data structures to tolerate processor failures during in situ updates. Finally,.
Section 5 summarizes the paper and outlines some research directions.

2

ring structure with periodic “I a m alive” message exchanges between neighbors. Time out can be used to
detect failures and reconfigure the ring.
As an example, consider the task of multiplying two
matrices, A := B x C. For performance speed-up, the
matrices can be partitioned into submatrices resulting
in a number of parallel subtasks. These are then processed by the servers in parallel. Another example is
a group of servers adding entries to or removing entries from a search table. Efficient ways are known for
doing this in parallel [6] [25].
These two examples illustrate two different canonical situations which nevertheless share some common
characteristics. In the first case, the system creates a
new object in parallel. Hence, the failure of a processor will only mean that some task has to be performed
again. In the second case, the failure of a processor can
also result in corruption of the shared data structure.
The basic behavior of the system is as follows.

System model

client: enqueue request; wait for response;
server: loop
dequeue request; process request;
send response to client;

The global view of the system is shown in Figure 1.
There is a set of clients, C = { c1, c2, ..., cm}, that send
requests to a set of servers, S = { S I , sa, ..., s,,}, implementing some object. Any server can process any
request and each request is processed completely by
one server. The servers access a common data structure such as a tuple space [l] or blackboard. The goal
is to tolerate the failure of any number of servers such
that the overhead during normal operating situations
is as small as possible.

end loop;

The possible effects of a server failure include the
following:

1. No effect if it fails before dequeueing a request or
after sending the response.

2. Incomplete request if it fails after dequeueing a
request and before sending the response.

3. Violation of the data structure invariant if it fails
after partially modifying the shared data structure.
4. Lockout if it fails while holding a lock.

5. Indefinite waiting if a process is waiting for it.
The approach we use to tolerate server failures is
to use data structures requiring weaker constraints.
Problems (2), (4), and (5) are application-independent
and we develop a fault-tolerant algorithm to tolerate
these failures in Section 3. Problem (3) depends on
the application. To overcome this problem, we try to
replace the data structure by a multilevel data structure defined as follows [3].
Definition: A multilevel data structure D is a data
structure for which there is a sequence of invariants
II, Iz, . . . , Iq,such that

Figure 1: System model.
This model is appropriate for shared memory
MIMD and SPMD parallel systems. This includes
systems connected via omega networks such as the
BBN Butterfly as well as via cross-bar (e.g., Alliant
FX/8) and high speed optical networks [23]. We assume that processors fail cleanly (failstop behavior)
and that processor failures can be detected. For example, all working processors can be organized in a

1. D always satisfies Iq,

2. I1
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* I2 * . . . * Iq,

I,-1 for j > 1 then it
can be modified to obtain D' such that (a) D'
satisfies Ij-1, (b) the output of any operation on
D' is identical to the output of that operation on
D, and (c) the performance of the program using
D' is better than that using D.

3. if D satisfies I, but not

We first present a fault-intolerant algorithm for the
problem. In this algorithm, a FIFO queue Q , implemented using a circular array of size L , is used
to maintain the requests that are ready to be executed. Two pointers associated with Q are Qh and
Qt which indicate the starting locations from which
elements can be removed and inserted, respectively.
The queue is empty when Qh = Qt and full when
(Qt 1) mod L = Qh. Each entry Qi, for i satisfying

Here, we consider q = 2 and refer to I1 as the strong
invariant of D and I2 as the weak invariant of D.The
weak invariant must be chosen so that it is possible to
write the code for each operation to guarantee that a
server failure will never violate it.
As an example, consider a simple array implementation of sets. Let a status field, initialized to empty,
be associated with each entry in the table. It is set
to occupied when a key is stored at that location and
empty when that key is removed, making both of these
operations atomic. A variable v stores the largest index after which all locations are empty. The strong
invariant, I1,asserts that there are no empty locations
between 1 and v while the weak invariant, I2, allows
such empty locations. These can be specified formally:
I2

Vi : w

I1 E I,

+

{(Qh
{(Qh

5 v :: T(i).status = occupied.

The strong and weak invariants for more complicated data structures are given in Section 4 along with
corresponding fault-tolerant update and recovery algorit hms.

3

I Q t ) A (Qh < i L Q t ) ) v
> Q t ) A [(o I i 5 Q t ) V ( Q h < i < L ) ] ) ,

contains the request ID of the request stored there. A
client obtains a ticket, in parallel with other clients, to
access a free location in the queue. It then enqueues
its task at the location specified by the ticket and waits
for a response from a server. Likewise, a server obtains
a ticket, in parallel with other servers, to access an
occupied location in the queue. It then dequeues the
task stored at that location, processes it, and sends a
response to the client. In the following, we consider
an efficient parallel ticket assignment algorithm. This
is made fault-tolerant in Section 3.2.
Let P R denote the set of servers that have completed their requests and have to remove new requests
from Q and PI denote the clients that have generated
new requests which they have to add t o Q . These
two types of accesses to Q , by processors in P R and
P I , will be handled at different times. The system
operates in a quasi-synchronous mode with a predetermined time quantum t . Processors in P R and PI
alternately enter a competition phase for accessing the
request queue once every t time units. The processors
in PR or PI request tickets which grant access to a
location in the request queue for request retrieval or insertion. A tournament type of computation is used to
determine the total number of tickets being requested.
In each round, a pair of processors compete for a critical section and the winner performs the operation.
The final winning processor obtains the desired number of consecutive tickets on behalf of all requesting
servers. The tickets are then distributed by traversing
down the tree.
To simplify the presentation, assume that N = 23
for some j 2. 1. Let C1, C2,...,C N - ~
denote the
N - 1 critical sections. These critical sections are organized in a tree structure, with C N / ...,
~ ,C N - as
~ the
leaves (at level 1) and C1 as the root of the tree (at
level logN). During the ith stage of the competition
phase, processors will compete for critical sections a t
level i of the tree. The total number of processors

+ 1 5 i 5 n :: T(i).status= empty

AVi : 15 i

Fault-intolerant algorithm

3.1

Data structure creation
Consider an assignment statement,
<identifier>:= <expression>,

that can be decomposed into several subtasks having
the following characteristics.

1. The subtasks are independent of each other.
2. They are idempotent, i.e., multiple executions are
equivalent to a single execution.
One way of satisfying these conditions is to ensure that each subtask works on a different portion
of the data structure, <identifier> does not occur in
<expression>, and evaluation of <expression> has no
side-effects. This can be done easily for matrix computations where each submatrix can be computed independently.
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that wish to access Q for fetching requests or inserting
requests is determined during the competition phase
and consecutive tickets corresponding to the locations
in Q are granted for accessing the queue in parallel.
There are two storage locations, Lti and Rti, associated with each critical section Ci. These are used to
store the number of tickets requested by processors
in the left and right subtrees. Lt, and Rti are initialized to zero at the beginning of each competition
phase. The structures of the critical sections and the
processors are shown in Figure 2. There are log N iterations. In each iteration, winning processors compute
the total number of tickets required in the entire subtree and then compete for critical sections at the next
level. Let P, be the final winning processor, which is
the processor that holds lock C1. At the end of the
competition phase, the number of requests requested
by all the processors is T,.

the weakening of various invariants to handle other
failures.
First, a processor requesting a ticket can go down
before a ticket is issued. The ticket(s) for the failed
processor and all processors waiting for it are discarded. The consequence of this is that a location
currently being accessed may have an unremoved request (during the addition operation) or may not have
any available requests (during the fetch operation). In
these cases, the processor tries again in the next round.
Second, its failure can result in permanent locking
of some portion of the data structure. To address
this, a weaker lock is used which can be broken if the
processor holding it has failed.
Third, some processors may be waiting for the
failed processor. A weaker form of waiting is used in
which a processor will only wait for a certain amount
of time and then stop waiting.
Fourth, a processor can go down during the execution of a request. To ensure that the request is not
lost, the request being removed for execution is maintained in the queue as long as its execution is incomplete. The ticket granting algorithm is modified so
that T, tickets are granted irrespective of the length
of the queue even for request removal. Hence, processors will have the chance to check whether there are
unremoved requests in the queue due to the first type
of failures as well as unfinished requests in the queue
due to the fourth type of failures.

I

'Lt6

3.2.1
Figure 2: Critical sections and servers.

We constrain locks to be acquired and released via
special pointer or index variables. These are declared
in the usual way except that the key word lock is
inserted before the type declaration. The records or
array elements that they point to must be declared
as lockable. In the following, we illustrate this using
pointers; the case for index variables is similar.

After computing T,, the ticket granting phase
starts. For request removal, tickets with values Q h 1
through Q h min(T, , I<) will be granted, where I< is
the number of requests in Q, I( = (Qt - Q h ) mod L.
Also, the head pointer of Q is adjusted by setting
min(T,, I<)) mod L. For request inQh + ( Q h
sertion, the tickets issued have values Qt through
Qt min(T,, L - 1 - I<) - 1. Qt is set to (Qt
min(T,, L - 1 - K ) mod L ) . These tickets are distributed to all the requesting processors by starting
from the top of the tree and proceeding to the leaves.
If there are fewer tickets than T,, then some processors will not get tickets and must try again in the
next round. Once the ticket is granted, processors can
access the corresponding locations in the queue for request insertion or removal.

+

+

+

+

3.2

Recoverable locks

type node is lockable record ... end;
type lock-ptr-to-node is lock access node;
var p,q,r: lock-ptr-to-node;

+

Lock pointers have a parameter, LOCK, associated
with them as well as a special field, lock, associated
with the records that they point to. Both of these
are 1-bit flags which are used to lock or unlock the
record. The compiler must allocate these variables in
the same memory unit and must initialize each LOCK
parameter to 1 and each lock field to 0. We assume
that all lock pointers for a processor are stored in an
array called lock-pointer-array which can be accessed
by other processors for recovery purposes. The code

Fault-tolerant algorithm

There is no problem if a processor fails before starting any access procedure. In the following, we consider
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does not require a weaker invariant but, because of
its simplicity, helps in understanding the other data
structures.

for locking, unlocking, and recovery are shown in the
following:
lock(p):

loop
swap (p. lock,p ’L 0 CK);
untilp’LOCK = 0;

4.1

Single-linked linear list

The data structure is shown in Figure 3(a). The
list is empty when h e a d n e t t = nil. The invariant
assertion is o k ( h e a d . n e x t ) where

unIock(p): swap(p.lock,p’LOCK);
recovery: var r: lock-ptr-to-node;
for i:=lock-pointerarmy’START to
lock-pointer-array ’END loop
i f lock-pointer-array(i) is locked then
transfer-lock(lock+ointerarray(i), r);
i f r’LOCK = 0 then unlock(r); end if;

ok(p) E p =nil V [p #nil Avalad(p.info) A ok(p.nezt)].

Note: valid(p.info) is true if p.info contains a legitimate value.
The client can issue two operations, i n s e r t ( x ) and
r e m o v e ( t ) . For i n s e r t ( z ) , item z is added t o the list.
For the linear list, it is simply added at the head of the
list. For r e m o v e ( z ) , the list is searched for z and it is
removed from the list. Since multiple processors can
access the list concurrently, locking is used to ensure
mutually exclusive access to nodes in the list. However, should a processor fail, the lock can broken as
described in Section 3.2.1.
The code for i n s e r t ( c ) is as follows (see Figure
303)).

end if;
end loop;

The codes for operations lock(.) and unlock(.) use a
primitive swap operation which exchanges the contents of two bits in one cycle. When a processor
detects that another processor has failed, it scans
through the lock array for that processor and releases
all the locks held by it. The recovery code is designed
to tolerate the failure of the processor performing the
recovery action at any point during the recovery procedure. The global invariant maintained is that a lock
is held by only one processor (dead or alive) at any
given time. This is achieved in two steps by procedure transfer-lock(p, q):

new(r); r.info := z;p := head; lock(p);
r.nezt := p.nezt; p.nezt := r; unlock(p);

q := p ; swap(p’LOCK,q’LOCK);

Here, first q is made to point to the node that p is
pointing to. Then, an atomic swap operation is used
to transfer the lock from p to q. Busy waiting is not
required since no other processor will access p or q as
long as this processor is alive.
With recoverable locks, the algorithm sketched
above for request insertion into or removal from request queue Q is robust. It can tolerate fail-stop processor failures at any stage of the computation. Also,
the algorithm requires O(1ogN) time when there is
no failure. Both the tournament and ticket granting
phases require log N iterations, and each iteration requires only constant time. The access phase requires
only constant time. When there is a failure, a processor may need to retry by participating in the next
tournament and ticket granting phases.

4

Figure 3: Single linked linear list.
The only critical statement is p . n e z t := r . (A critical statement is one that modifies the shared data
structure.) We make the reasonable assumption that
a write operation is atomic. If this is not provided by
the underlying hardware, then it can be implemented
using the method proposed in [14]. In this case, the
only effect of a failure is that the request will not be
processed. If so, then another processor will process
the request using the request queueing method presented in Section 3. Finally, there is no extra overhead
in making this code fault-tolerant.
The code for r e m o w e ( t ) is as follows.

Data structure updates

In this section, we show how data structures satisfying weaker invariants can be used to tolerate processor failures. We consider three common data structures, namely, single-linked list , double-linked list, binary search tree. The single-linked list data structure
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p := head; lock(p); q := p . n e x t ;
while q # nil and then q . i n f o # x loop
lock(q); unlock(p); p := q; q := p.next;

end loop;
if q # nil then
lock(q); p . n e x t := q.next; unJock(p); unlock(q);

end if;

The critical statement is p.next := q.next which again
is a write operation to a single word which we assume
is atomic. There is no overhead in this code. However,
we assume that the svstem has some mechanism for
garbage collection. This imposes some overhead even
during failure-free periods. Garbage collection is also
needed for nodes lost due to failures that occur during
2nse.r-l operations.

4.2

Figure 4: Double linked list data structure.
The critical statements are p.nezt:= r and q.prev:=
r. If the processor fails after p.next:= r but before
q.prev:= r, then the prev pointer of q will be in error. This does not affect forward traversal, but does
affect backward traversal. However, the error can be
detected since q.prev.next # q , so the traversal continues from q.prev.next and proceeds in the forward
direction till it reaches a node r such that r.nett = q .
The code for remove(x) consists of an initialization
step, a traversal step, and a termination step. The
initialization and traversal steps are as follows.

Double-linked linear list

The data structure satisfying the strong invariant
is shown in Figure 4(a). Each node contains a status
field in addition to the usual next and prev pointers
and the i n f o field. The status field for the header
contains -1. For the other nodes, it is 0 if the node
is in the list and 1 if it has been removed from the
list. The strong invariant is true when the status field
has the value 0 for all nonheader nodes and adjacent
nodes point t o each other. More formally, the strong
invariant is okstrong(head.next) where

p . n e x t := head; lock(p); q := p . n e x t ;
while q # head and then ( q . i n f o # x or else
q.status # 0 ) loop
lock(q);
if q.status = 0 then
q p e v := p ; u n l o c k ( p ) ; p := q;

o k s t T o n g ( p ) I [ ( p = h e a d ) A (p.next.prev = p ) ]
V [ ( p # head) A ( p . t a g = 0 ) A valid(p.atem)A
( p . n e x t . p r e v = p ) A ok-strong(p.next)]

The weak invariant (Figure 4(b)) is selected so that
it can be maintained when insert and remove operations are performed. Also, correct traversals can
be done in the forward and backward directions even
when only the weak invariant is true (though it may
be slower).

else
q.next.prev := p ; p . n e x t := q . n e x t ; unlock(q);

end if;
q := p . n e x t ;

end loop;

The overhead inside the loop is the evaluation of
q.status = 0 in the if statement and the recovery
action q.prev := p in the then portion. This action handles partially completed insert actions. The
recovery action in the else portion handles partially
completed remove actions. It is not an overhead since
it is only performed when the strong invariant is false.
The termination step is as follows.

ok-weak(p) E [ ( p = h e a d ) A ( p . n e x t . p t e v = p ) ]
v [ ( P # head)
A{[p.tag = 0 A v a h d ( p . i t e m ) ]V [p.tag = 11)
A { p . n e x t . p r e v = p V p.next.psev = head
V ( p . t a g = 1 A seachable(p, p . n e x t . p r e v ) ) }
A o k m e a k ( p .n e x t ) ]
reachable(& q ) E ( p = q ) V ( p # q A reachable(p, q . n e x t ) )

The list is empty when all nodes reachable from head,
other than head, have status = 1.
The code for insert(x) is shown in the following.

if q = head then unlock(p);
else lock(q); q.status := 1; q.next.prev := p ;
p . n e x t := q.next; unlock(p); unlock(q);

end if;

p := head;
neW(T); T.pTeV := p ; T . l n f 0 := 2 ; T.StatUS := 0;
lock(p); q := p . n e z t ; r . n e x t := q;
p.next := T ; q . p t e v := T ; unlock(p);

The then portion corresponds to the case where x
is not in the list. In the else portion, the moment
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( p = nil) v
p.:nfoptr.:nfo A
greater(( p . l e f t ) A greater(:, p.right)]

q . s t a t u s is set to 1, q is effectively removed from the
list. The next two actions disconnect the node from
the list. Thus, there are three critical actions here,
each of which consists of an atomic “write” operation,
and failure is allowed at any point.
This example illustrates the integration of the recovery action within the normal action of fault-free
processors. This can be dangerous since it increases
the possibility of subtle coding errors; it is safer to
simply restart the operation after performing the recovery action [22]. Other strategies are also possible.

greater(i,p)

G

[p # nil A

:>

smaller(i,p) is similar to greater(i,p) with > replaced
by <.
The weak invariant also requires that the nodes constitute a binary search tree. However, one or more
nodes are allowed to be in the deleted state. The
data structures satisfying the strong and weak invariants are shown in Figure 5. The weak invariant is
weak-ok(head.root) and is given below.

1. The recovery is done during the lock recovery process. This will yield the most efficient code during
failure-free situations. However, the lock recovery
process becomes application-specific since a detailed knowledge is required about how the locks
are used.

weak-ok(p) ( p = nil) V
( p # nil A p.infoptr # nil A
weak-greater ( p , p . l e f t ) A
smaller (p.infoptr.info, p.right) A
weak-ok(p.left) A weak-ok(p.right))

2. The recovery is done by a background process.

weak-greater(p, q) e ( q = nil) V ( q # nil A
( { p .infop tr .n adept+ q
A p.infoptr.:nfo > q.:nfoptr.info}
v { p . infoptr. nodep tr=q
A p.infoptr.info 2 q.:nfoptr.info})
A weakgreater ( p , q-left) A weak-greater ( p , q.right) )

3. A complete recovery action is initiated whenever
a violation of the strong invariant is detected.

4.3

Binary search tree

Each node in the binary search tree has the usual
left and right pointers (Figure 5(a)). However, the
way keys are stored in the nodes is different. The algorithm for removing a key from a binary search tree
sometimes requires a node other than the node containing the key to be deleted (e.g., see [7]). This occurs
whenever the target node has non-empty left and right
subtrees. In this case, the information from an appropriate descendant node is moved to the target node
and then the descendant is deleted. To ensure that the
transfer is done in one write instruction without using
the swap instruction, the key is moved out of the node
into a record containing two fields, info which stores
the key (and other information) and nodeptr which
points to the node where the key should reside. In
turn, each node contains a field, infoptr, which points
to the information record associated with it. A node,
p , is considered to be deleted if p.infoptr.nodeptr # p ;
this essentially corresponds to the status bit used in
the double-linked data structure.
The strong invariant is true when the nodes form
a binary search tree and when no node is in a
deleted state. More formally, the strong invariant is
strong-ok(head.root) and is given in the following.

smaller(i,p) is identical to the corresponding predicate
for strong-ok(p). The asymmetry in the definition of
weak-greater allows the fault-tolerant code to correspond closely to the fault-intolerant version that removes the previous node (in inorder traversal) if the
target node has non-null subtrees. The only other difference between the strong and weak invariants is that
in the latter case it is not required that the information record pointed to by the node should point back
to the node. The tree is empty if all the nodes, p ,
reachable from head satisfy
p = nil V ( p # nil A p . i n f o p t r . n o d e p t r # p ) .
The code for insert(x) consist of three portions,
namely, initialization, traversal, and termination
parts. The initialization and traversal parts are given
in the following.
p := head; lock(p); q := p.root;
while q # nil and then (q.infoptr.info # x
or else q.infoptr.nodeptr # q) loop
if q.infoptr.nodeptr # q then del(p,q);
else lock(q); unlock(p); p:= q;

end if;
if x < p.infoptr.info then q := p.left;
else q := p.right;
end if;
end loop;

strong-ok(p) e ( p = nil) V
( p # nil A p.infoptr # nil A p.infoptr.nodeptr = p
A greater (p.:nfoptr.:nfo, p.left)
A smaller (p.infoptr.info,p.right)
A strong-ok(p.left) A strong-ok(p.right) )
~

-
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from the tree or transfer of some other key to this node
is done by del(p,q) which is given in the following.

(a)

{ p is locked A (p.left = q V p.rcght = q)
A q is not locked A q.cnfoptr.nodeptr # q}
if q.left = nil then
if p.left = q then p,left:= q.nght;
else p.rrght:= q.r:ght;

strong invariant

end if;
elsif q.rcght = nil then
if p.left = q then p.left:= q.left;
else p.rrght:= q.left;
end if;
else lock(q); r := q.left; lock(r);
if r.rrght = nil then
q.rnfoptr := r.cnfoptr; r.rnfoptr.nodeptr := q;
q.lejt := r.1eft; unlock(r);
else s := r.right; lock(s);
while s.right # nil loop
unlock(r); r:= s;
s := r.right; lock(s);

(b)weak lnvarlant

Figure 5: Binary tree data structure.

end loop;
q.infoptr := s.infoptr; s.infoptr.nodeptr := q;
r.right := d e f t ; unlock(r); unlock(s);

One overhead is the evaluation of the predicate
q.infoptr.nodeptr # q. If it is true, then a recovery
procedure, del(p, q), is invoked before resuming the ins e d operation. The invocation of del(p, q) is not an
overhead since it is only performed when the strong
invariant is false. The code for del(p,q) is given later.
The code for the termination step of insert(x) is
given in the following.

end if;
unlock(q);

end if;

If q has an empty subtree, then it is removed from the
tree by adjusting the pointer to it from its parent, p ;
otherwise, the node containing the highest value from
the left subtree is located and its content is moved to
q. This transfer is done in one step by redirecting its
nodeptr in the information record to q. Since this node
must have an empty right subtree, it is removed from
the tree by adjusting the pointer to it from its parent.

if q # nil then unlock(p);
else new(r); r.left := nil; r.right := nil;
new(r.infoptr); r.infoptr.info := x;
r.infoptr.nodeptr := r;

if x < p.infoptr.info then p.left ;= r;
else p.right := r;
end if;

4.4

unlock(p);

Handling non-idempotent requests

It is important to ensure that updates to the data
structure are performed only once in spite of processor
failures. This can be achieved efficiently using the request handling method developed in Section 3 and the
fault-tolerant codes for updating various data structures presented in the above subsections.
Every task is associated with a task control block
(TCB) that contains several fields. The client first
creates a TCB, say tcb, and stores the name of the
operation in tcb.operution and assigns values to the input parameters, tcb.input. It then initializes to nil a
pointer, tcb.nodeptr, that points to a “detector node” ,
i.e., a node that allows the lock recovery processor to
determine whether a critical statement has been executed. For example, the detector node for insert(x)
for the double-linked linear list is head, while for remove(x) it is the node preceding the node that is to be

end if;

The critical operations are p.righl:= r and p.left:= r.
Since only one of these operations needs to be performed, the strong invariant will be true irrespective
of whether the processor fails or does not fail.
The code for remove(x) also consists of three parts,
namely, the initialization, traversal, and termination
parts. The first two parts are identical to those for
the insert(x) operation. The termination part is given
below.
if q = nil then unlock(p);
else q.infoptr.nodeptr := nil; del(p,q); unlock(p);
end if;

The assignment t o q. infoptr. nodeptr essentially deletes
x from the binary tree. Actual removal of the node
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the strong invariant could be restored as part of the
actions of other processors.

removed. The client then locks tcb.lock and waits for
a server to unlock the lock. Once this has been done,
it retrieves the output from tcb.output. This could
be error messages, such as “duplicate node” for insert(x), the information in the node being removed for
remove(x), or some other information for other operations. It is assumed that the server can compute the
output values before executing a critical statement.
The server code is modified as follows.

In contrast t o self-stabilizing systems [9], we do
not consider arbitrary state transitions. While selfstabilization is more general, it can suffer from a
vulnerable period, following a transient failure, during which the output may not be correct. Also, in
practice it is very difficult to construct efficient selfstabilizing algorithms. One effective application of
self-stabilization in our approach is for maintaining
optimal system configuration, such as the tournament
tree shown in Figure 2. This can be done using the
spanning tree algorithm given in [2]. Another combination arises from the concept of convergence stairs
[lo] which uses a sequence of strengthening invariants
to prove that a system is self-stabilizing. However, the
system output may not be correct unless the strongest
invariant is established. In contrast, the multilevel
data structure approach uses a strengthening sequence
to achieve different performance levels while assuring
correct output even when only the weak invariant is
true. These two sequences can be concatenated to tolerate transient storage failures and fail-stop processor
failures, with the convergence stairs leading to the establishment of the weak invariant for the multilevel
data structure.

read tcb.input and compute tcb.output;
tcb.nodeptr:= detecting node; - - must be locked
<execute first critical statement>
unlock(tcb. lock);
<execute the remaining critical statements>

The lock recovery processor for a dead processor
checks the TCB, if any, that the dead processor
was working on. Let this be tcb. It first examines
tcb.nodeptr to determine whether a critical statement
has been executed; the code for doing this depends on
tcb.operation. If a critical statement has not been executed, then the operation can be restarted; otherwise,
the remaining critical statements will be executed by
other servers in the process of restoring the strong invariant.
i f tcb.nodeptr # n i l then
i f tcb.lock has not been unlocked t h e n
- - tcb.nodeptr must already be locked;
examine tcb.nodeptr using the detection
code corresponding to tcb. operation;
i f it shows execution of a critical action then
unlock(tcb.lock);
else tcb.nodeptr:= nil;
end if;
end if;
end if;

Robust data structures [8] [15] [18] [19] [2l] are
also used to detect and correct a certain number of
arbitrary storage failures. A uniform approach for simultaneously recovering from storage and processor
failures is presented in [20]. It requires an error detection and correction procedure that can either complete the operation or restore the data structure to
its state before the operation. The type of correction
procedures considered are those that work correctly
provided that the data structure is within a certain
number of changes from one of the two correct versions. In contrast, our approach can recover the data
structure provided it satisfies the weak invariant even
if the number of changes to reach the strong invariant
is large. This makes it more widely applicable. However, the reliance on status bits makes it less robust
to storage failures since changing just one bit can result in the loss of a node. An interesting question is
whether the strong/weak invariant approach can be
used to develop useful robust data structures that can
efficiently tolerate storage and processor failures.

The recovery procedure allows other servers to quickly
determine whether task tcb has been completed (if
tcb.lock is unlocked) or not (if it is locked). In the
latter case, tcb.nodeptr is reset to nil.

5

Summary

We have developed an efficient method of tolerating processor failures for systems where multiple processors operate on a shared data structure.
The approach consists of an application-independent
fault-tolerant request queue handling method and
application-specific data structure update algorithms.
The update procedures are written to ensure that processor failures will at most result in violation of the
stronger invariants; the weakest invariant should always be guaranteed to remain true. We showed how

The fact that processor failures can be tolerated
efficiently makes this approach useful in several situations. Examples include high performance transaction
processing systems as well as scientific and engineering
computations. Since failures can occur a t any point in
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the code, the approach is also attractive for real-time
applications. In these cases, processors can immediately abandon non real-time or low priority tasks (i.e.,
“fail” for these tasks) and switch instantly to handle
an urgent real-time task. The detection and recovery
actions built into the code will ensure that the abandoned tasks will be completed efficiently by other processors.
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